basic assembly and equipment
types
PR 4 (mini pile-driver)
PRK 4 (pneum. pile-driver)
PRK 10 (pneum. pile-driver)
PR 26 S (post driver)
PR 45 S (post driver)
equipment
connectiong tube with shutting for post driver (1m)
connectiong tube with shutting for post driver (10m)
guide sleeve PR 26 S, 90-110 mm
ramadapter for gorund-sleeve

application fields
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For all kind of fencing and installing of posts
pneumatic - safety - quick - easy - ergonomic
compact and powerful.
To drive in post and piles effectiv and ergonomic
up to a diameter of max. 60 mm.
You are able to drive in safty and in easy way
posts and piles of metall, wood, plastic, carbon or
other materials, independent of the form and the
length.
You are also able to drive in special soil sleeves
while using an adapter.

changing reserved

technical data
type

PR 4
PRK 10
PR 26 S
PR 45 S

length

air vol.

weight outside
diameter

(cm)

(l/min)

(kg)

(cm)

65
100
-

450
600
1.200
1.500

8,5
10,0
26
45

6
10
11
14
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> Take the bull
by the horns <
pneumatic pile and post
driver PR / PRK

functioning
With the PR/PRK you can drive in piles and
posts like "Tonkin rods" or wooden piles also
in dry and hard or stony soil, as well as in wet
and light soil. With the metall lance you are
able to make holes before planting the piles
and posts in dry and hard soil without
destruction of the small and weak piles like
growing rods or vineyard piles.
If you operate only in wet and light soil you can
drive in the piles and posts directly in two
possibilities:
1. on the top - if you take short posts and piles
2. on the side - if you take longer posts and piles
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PRK

PRK
For sales ask your distributor:

PR 4 PR 10

PR 24 - PR 45 S

Telephone: +44 (0) 845 677 4444
Mobile: +44 (0) 785 035 2426
Email: info@tastyplant.co.uk
Paperstock House
Amersham Road
Chalfont St Giles
Bucks. HP8 4RU
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